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 (The second edition, the fourth chapter, „The Second Evolutionary 

Spiritual Urge‟ of the book ‘The Mother’s Manifestation’ is offered at the lotus 

Feet of The Mother and Sri Aurobindo on occasion of 99
th

 Anniversary of Her 

final arrival to Pondicherry, 24.04.2019.) 

 

 
  

Publisher’s Note:  
 

Six of the outstanding Sadhakas of integral Yoga (later two more have been 

added) have been chosen symbolically to represent their specialised Divine Call 

through these triple Yogas and the objective here is not to enter the limitation of 

their personal life but to discover the central truth that dominated their inner and 

outer Spiritual existence and lessons learned from their life and action to pursue 

integral Yoga. Out of their integration of Being and Nature, a fourth difficult and 

powerful Self-discipline evolves, known as Yoga of Self-perfection. This path 

gives the message that if the Yoga becomes kinetic and the highest Consciousness 

is inverted towards the world then it is possible to unravel the „knot of Life‟s 

difficulty.
‟35

 All problems of existence are to be accepted and resolved either 

through intervention of higher planes of Consciousness like „A lightning from the 

heights that think and act‟
36

 or by countless battles fought by the dynamic Divine 
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Shakti in the lower planes of Consciousness like bearing „the stroke of That which 

kills (falsehood) and saves (truth)‟
37

 and not to escape from them through the lure 

(1) of  earthly enjoyment, (2) of happier intermediate worlds of elite and artist, (3) 

of heavenly bliss and (4) of a self dissolution and self-drowning in the Absolute, 

an ineffable actionless peace „In the Immobile‟s wide uncaring bliss,‟
36

 param 

dham, where problems are nonexistent.   

   

OM TAT SAT 

 

The Second Evolutionary Spiritual 

Urge 
  

“But since Force is thus inherent in existence and it is the nature of Force to 

have this double or alternative potentiality of rest and movement, that is to say, of 

self-concentration in Force and self-diffusion in Force, the question of the how 

of the movement, its possibility, initiating impulsion or impelling cause does not 

arise. For we can easily, then, conceive that this potentiality must translate itself 

either as an alternative rhythm of rest and movement succeeding each other in 

Time or else as an eternal self-concentration of Force in immutable existence 

with a superficial play of movement, change and formation like the rising and 

falling of waves on the surface of the ocean (known as self-expansion). And this 

superficial play (of self-expansion)— we are necessarily speaking in inadequate 

images — may be either coeval (contemporary) with the self-concentration and 

itself also eternal or it may begin and end in Time and be resumed by a sort of 

constant rhythm; it (self-expansion) is then not eternal in continuity but eternal in 

recurrence.”
1 

Sri Aurobindo 

 

 “It is at this point that religion (representing self-expansion) must learn to 

subordinate itself (to self-concentration of Spirituality), not to insist on its outer 

characters, but give full scope to the inner spirit to develop its own truth and 

reality.”
15 

Sri Aurobindo 
 

Self‟s inward movement is identified as Self-concentration and outward 

movement is identified as Self-expansion. The former is the first evolutionary 

Spiritual urge pursued through all life and the latter is the second evolutionary 

Spiritual urge pursued through this life. The effort given for self-concentration in 

this birth continues and accumulates Spiritual energy in the succeeding births 

whereas effort given towards self-expansion is virtually lost after this birth. So the 

manifestation of The Mother’s Consciousness is identified as second evolutionary 
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Spiritual urge of Nature. If manifestation is from Psychic, Spiritual and 

Supramental plane then it survives for the longer/longest period than the period of 

survival of any physical, vital and mental manifestation.   

 

We have to identify two form of Spiritual evolution developed by the 

Mother nature; the first is an esoteric movement of Consciousness, the Mystic 

approach of concentrated evolution and unfolding of endless Spiritual mysteries in 

secrecy and silence of a secured and isolated Spiritual Fortress; the second is an 

exoteric diffusive Religious approach of entering commerce with the world in 

transforming it; here the highest available Spiritual truth is generalised for the 

largest benefit of humanity. These two complementary movements of subjective 

adventure of Self-concentration of Spirituality and subordinate action of objective 

adventure of Self-expansion of Religion are effectively combined in the integral 

Yoga. But in integral Yoga Self-expansion is pursued primarily by movement of 

universal consciousness and secondarily by psycho-physical machinery.    

 

So for fulfilment of Nature‟s second evolutionary urge, of generalising 

Spirituality in humanity, care has to be taken by developed Souls to use rational, 

moral and Psycho-physical exercises or to experience inner development with the 

help of external aid, support, avalambana as secondary method. Thus integral 

Yoga does not entertain transformation of life from a troubled and ignorant nature 

into a luminous and harmonious movement by „external manipulation of its 

phenomena.‟
6
 It identifies Psycho-physical Science as the outcome of the 

impatience
7
 of the later Vedantic ascetic and permits it a subordinate status

8
 in 

sadhana and allows transformation of life either through activation of the Psychic 

or the Spiritual or the Supramental Science of ancient Vedantic Seers and permits 

them to occupy the driver‟s seat. Another second exaggeration of later Vedantic 

ascetic impulse to belittle and degrade individual and universe (as incurable play 

of Ignorance) by cessation of both in the transcendence is corrected by integral 

Yoga in which preservation of entire range of visible individual activities are no 

longer inconsistent with the attainment of cosmic and transcendent 

Consciousness.
9
 Thus, in this task of ideal integral manifestation, a developed 

individual Soul in his waking, dream and sleep trance can be the Divine centre of 

the whole universal and transcendent Consciousness. The third exaggeration of 

later Vedantist is the aspiration for complete liberation or passive identity with the 

Divine by renouncing everything that comes from outside and below and this urge 

of cutting off from others is corrected in integral Yoga by „the aspiration for active 

identification with the Supreme, that is to say, to will only what He wills, to do 

only what He wants: to exist by and in Him alone‟
33

 by the method of greatest 

possible widening of Consciousness.   

 

She had to fight considerably against the world of adversity or self-limiting 

false consciousness from within Her Ashram and outside world, right from the day 
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of Her first arrival to last days in Pondicherry. The objective was primarily to 

unfold endless truth and timeless mystery that will be worked out in the passage of 

time and secondarily to include and raise more and more humanity towards Her 

shapeless Divine Consciousness and forced the reluctant mould to grow aware of 

the mightier influx of Her Divine Presence. She demands similar clarity and 

brevity in mind and spirit for those who are destined to carry Her mission; to begin 

with, they „should know Sri Aurobindo thoroughly,‟
2
 and subsequently „who are 

capable of receiving His inspirations directly…capable of transmitting it…and at 

the same time very strong character,‟
2
 and if possible „to have His genius‟

3
 and 

direct contact with the Supreme. Integral Yoga is also identified as the Nature‟s 

conscious integral Evolution for which a thorough knowledge of evolution of 

earth‟s Spiritual history is inevitable, which is a series of events of rise and fall of 

human Consciousness. She spoke more emphatically, “For years together I have 

been looking for that type of man (with thorough knowledge on Sri Aurobindo), 

without finding him.”
2
 The Mother Nature‟s this inability to recreate, reproduce 

and multiply Souls with comprehensive Consciousness is a temporary appearance 

and most of the future aspirants
21

 from diversity of field of action must concentrate 

exclusively on the ascending and descending movement of Consciousness. She 

further said, “I don‟t have around me a single optimist. All that people tell me, all 

that they bring to me, is always a vision of what should go; but the vision of what 

should be… I have never found it except in Sri Aurobindo.”
4
 Intellectual mind is a 

pessimist, so too its other two companions, vital mind and physical mind. So in 

order to become an optimist, one must be established in a higher plane of 

consciousness and the Supramental consciousness draws one to become supreme 

optimist.  

 

Sri Aurobindo’s involvement in national freedom movement of India is 

identified as partial Divine Call born out of partial Divine union which was later 

superseded by integral Divine Call heard from the dungeon of Alipore jail. 

Similarly this paper identifies that Sri Anilbaran Roy’s effort to see indivisible 

India, who had firm foundation on the Spiritual vision of the Gita; Sri Dilip 

Kumar Roy’s instrumental action of expansion of Sri Aurobindo Ashram; Sri 

Satprem’s ability to project India’s Spirituality entering Europe and America in 

large scale; Sri Prapatti and Sri Babaji Maharaj’s effort of bringing Orissa in the 

fore front of Divine work and Sri Champaklal’s effort to diffuse the concentrated 

Spirituality are specialised Divine Call of second evolutionary exclusive Spiritual 

action; even its widest and most general seeking are a partial Divine manifestation 

striving to transform partial consciousness into complete Consciousness. They 

were not attached, bound and limited by these specialised pragmatic conscious 

progressive Divine manifestations but had enjoyed all the joy of these selective 

creative ideas, manifold precision of action to hold together the race, Ananda of 

truth of new form, right order and movements of becoming by heightening the 

powers of their Being.   
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Those noble Sadhakas of integral Yoga, who have realised the Truth in 

carrying out Her mission, we can begin to examine the intellectual account of their 

inner Spiritual journey though intellect is unreliable and cannot fully grasp the 

Spiritual truth yet it can be purified and utilised as our immediate instrument of 

integration and initial step towards development of new faculty of Spiritualised 

Intelligence. This presentation of abstract Truth through intellect or Sattwic mind 

can be fully seized through concrete Spiritual experience of Intuition and descent 

of full-bodied living over-head language. Intellect is identified by Sri Aurobindo in 

Savitri as wise man, and God or a Transcendent Consciousness can grow up by 

silencing it or after the „wise men talk and sleep.‟
10

 It has special attribute of 

playing the role of intermediary between much higher Truth mind and the mind 

subjected to desire and indolence. A purified intellect or Spiritual intelligence can 

draw inspiration, revelation and self-enlargement from the Superconscient Spirit. 

It is an intermediate necessity which can „receive a higher light and canalise it for 

all the parts of our nature.‟
27

 The principal Shastra of integral Yoga seems to 

discourage a Sadhaka to compile, edit and mentally formulate Their Teachings 

rather it proposes that „all (written) truth and practice...must be constantly 

renovated by fresh‟
30

 inflow of overhead knowledge. The Mother had the opinion 

that such delicate, fine and motiveless consecrated action in Sadhana must not be 

debased for the satisfaction of readers and the motive of publication.
31

     

 

This paper has identified them at once as our immediate Spiritual 

Predecessors, Founding Fathers of Divine Action, strong guide who can „take by 

the hand and carry over difficult passages,‟
26

 Teachers and Instructors of integral 

Yoga, „a child leading (other) children,‟
29

 Leaders of humanity, path finder, twice 

born ripened Souls, Divine‟s Instruments, Special Emanations, Friends and Lovers 

of all creatures and much more than the limitation of our description. We 

gratefully appreciate their gathered strength in activating the three Divine Powers 

of Will, Knowledge and Love in building the base of their perfection and how 

their destined journey overcame the pressure of world opposition and revolt of 

universal Inconscient. 

 

„The practice of (this integral) Yoga brings us face to face with the 

extraordinary complexity of our own being, the stimulating but also embarrassing 

multiplicity of our personality, the rich endless confusion of Nature.
‟32 

Most of 

these pioneers of evolution have attempted to enter the inner chamber of integral 

Yoga through the passage of long established traditional Yoga and strived to 

extend the partial Divine Call to integral Divine Call and their greatness is 

weighed by the capacity to bear the burden of earth‟s miseries. They were 

developed Souls, not in the sense that they were ripened in every part of the Being 

and Nature but either of the volitional or intellectual or emotional part of their 
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Nature were strongly built and the remaining parts were still under developing 

state and hence were having (strong) inhibition towards change.  

 

It is true that most of the integral Sadhakas have their long alternate period 

of ascent into Day and descent into Night and the darkness of Ignorance which is 

the cause of their stumble from which they learn in the end the secret of more 

perfect walking or the Supreme Diplomat makes use of their Spiritual fall „a 

means of greater rise‟
18

 and upliftment of Consciousness or „The spirit rises 

mightier by (each) defeat; Its godlike wings grow wider with each (Spiritual) 

fall.‟
28

 In this brief life they have succeeded in liberating the Soul and 

transforming one (small) part of Nature and left the remaining pending major part 

for fulfilment in all life in the reconciling equation of pure Spirit with impure and 

imperfect Matter and thus they have built the foundation and awareness for all 

future Spiritual victory and achievement. Through their long sacrifice, splendid 

failure and universal suffering
22

 they have called down the Divine Mother‟s 

„healing touch of love and truth and joy‟
34

 and have disbursed a part of God‟s debt 

for earth and men.  

 

All kind of disparity, distraction and incompleteness of our will, knowledge 

and emotion intervene constantly in our action and working out of life and are 

abundant source of imperfection, incapacity, disorder and frustration. To study 

their life carefully means to be aware of the great evolutionary periods of 

humanity where they became active mentally, vitally and Spiritually and in a 

collective living we can know how much we have deviated from equal commerce 

between three Divine Powers that decide both our integrity and maimed 

achievement, and our „worst stumbling,‟
11

 and the „most humiliating fall‟
11

 as 

steps towards integral Perfection, which befalls us when the deceptive law of 

mind, life and body digs its own pit. 

 

The norms of integral Yoga bar the immature seeker or developing Soul to 

use the power of concentration in solving any problems of local, social, religious, 

national and international issues which are recognised as inferior attractions of 

second evolutionary urge and any acceptance and use of greater power would bind 

one to mortal life and it is „a burden on the bare and pure urge towards 

liberation;‟
24

 it asks to seize inner and higher truth by „an absolute concentration of 

the mind on its object, an absolute concentration of the will to attain it;‟
19

 he „must 

use this power to know not things... not for the acquisition of many objects which 

the world offers to‟
12

 him; he is not allowed to use this power of concentration to 

become „all great purity, holiness and peace or a single universal soul of Love‟
12

 

rather he is asked to go „above all things and free from all action and attributes, the 

pure and absolute Being,‟
12

 he „must use this power to know One Thing-in-

itself,‟
12

 to seek Divine alone for His own sake; so the supreme call of his being is 

only the Divine and its integration, constantly filling him with more experiences of 
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the Infinite; it cannot rest satisfied with any exclusive union with the Divine or 

partial realisation of truth at some intermediate plane resulting in some partial 

effort of manifestation.  

 

The above prohibition of second evolutionary urge for the beginners of 

integral Yoga is not applicable for developed Souls; for they do not abase and 

misuse Spiritual powers but rather elevate the Consciousness and reconcile 

inferior material problems with superior Spirit‟s Strength, Power and Presence. 

They enter wider and larger world action with new Spiritual capacities in resolving 

all problems and discords of existence in every detail in the hierarchies from 

imperfect and impure Matter to pure and perfect Spirit. What they need are „(1) a 

power over Self, (2) a power born of inner unification with others, (3) a power 

over surrounding or invading world forces, (4) a full-visioned and fully equipped 

power of effectuation of knowledge.‟
25

  

 

They deserve our love, respect and adoration in the line as indicated in the 

Gita in which the Lord insists a seeker (developed Soul) to “worship the God, 

Avatara, Deba, the Teacher, Guru, the man of Knowledge, Prajna and the twice 

born, Dvija.”
13

 This idea of adoration through Prakriti Yajna is further confirmed 

in The Synthesis of Yoga, “For the seeker of the integral Yoga… will meet him 

(the Divine) in the faces of the Gods, his cosmic personalities supporting the 

World-Play, detect him behind the mask of the Vibhutis, embodied World-Forces 

or human Leaders, reverence and obey him in the Guru, worship him in the 

Avatar.”
14

  

 

The discernment between Divine call and Divine manifestation are 

important prerequisite in sadhana and if the Divine call is not integrated through 

perfection of its instruments then Divine manifestation will experience 

fragmentation, afflicted with incompleteness which is unavoidable for the 

beginners during the fragmentary period of human evolution in Ignorance. This 

collection of fragmentary Spiritual experiences centres around mental ego and one 

serves this ego and lives for its interest instead of living for some motiveless 

Divine purpose. Thus instead of becoming obedient to Self and Divine he becomes 

obedient slave to his ego and desire. This self-division is experienced due to self-

limitation of Consciousness. So during the concentrated period of evolution in 

Knowledge, an integral Yogi will rise to the occasion of integral call of his whole 

being to experience integral Divine Union, recovers unity of Self and Nature, sees 

all things in unity and infinity of Divine consciousness, leads the creation towards 

truth and light of integral manifestation or perpetual becoming of the Self in the 

universe. 

 

A gracious integral Sadhaka (developed Soul) always prefers Divine 

manifestation through „self-expansion‟
20

 as subordinate of Divine union through 
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self-concentration, preferably through Karma Yoga and he is privileged to have 

direct contact with the Divine „rather than through intermediaries, however great 

they may be.‟
16

 He can minimise the playing of the role of „intermediary‟
17

 

between the Divine and the „poor humanity‟
17

 and concentrate more in unfolding 

endless vistas of ascending and descending Consciousness. His concentration is 

initially more on those who are ahead of him in consciousness rather than those 

who are behind him in consciousness and subsequently with Spiritual maturity he 

will develop equal regard and respect towards either of them and can also use 

them as means
23

 of realising Divine in all things equally. He will be perfectly 

aware of their limiting Consciousness or the areas where their Consciousness 

suffered arrest of growth and utilise this awareness to direct the Divine Shakti 

towards the recalcitrant part of his Nature. His greatness is dependent on his 

capacity to annul the ego by constantly surrendering his separative existence.     

Primary Movement of Self-concentration of developed Souls as foreseen in 

Savitri : 

“An invisible sunlight ran within her veins 

And flooded her brain with heavenly brilliances 

That woke a wider sight than earth could know.” 

Savitri-356  

“A divinising stream possessed his veins, 

His body‟s cells awoke to spirit sense, 

Each nerve became a burning thread of joy: 

Tissue and flesh partook beatitude. 

Alight, the dun unplumbed subconscient caves 

Thrilled with prescience to her longed for tread 

And filled with flickering crests and praying tongues.” 

Savitri-334 

“A divine force shall flow through tissue and cell 

And take the charge of breath and speech and act 

And all the thoughts shall be a glow of suns 

And every feeling a celestial thrill.” 

Savitri-710 

“A joy exceeding earth’s and heaven‟s poured down,” 

Savitri-685 

“A Power that lives upon the heights must act, 

Bring into life‟s closed room the Immortal‟s air 

And fill the finite with the Infinite.” 

Savitri-316     

“All that denies (Supramental energy) must be torn out and slain 

And crushed the many longings (of desire) for whose sake  

We lose the One for whom our lives were made.” 

Savitri-316 
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Secondary Movement of Self-expansion of developed Souls as foreseen in 

Savitri : 

Savitri’s universalised infinite Consciousness was a citizen of many scenes 

and occasions and she was able to experience each country and soil as her home 

due to recollection and memory of her past incarnations and gathered together all 

clans and people as Her children to control, regulate and govern the whole 

Spiritual destiny of mankind. 

“All Nature dumbly calls to her alone 

To heal with her feet the aching throb of life  

And break the seals on the dim soul of man 

And kindle her fire in the closed heart of things.” 

Savitri-314 

“Only he (King Aswapati) longed to draw her presence and power 

Into his heart and mind and breathing frame; 

Only he yearned to call for ever down 

Her healing touch of love and truth and joy  

Into the darkness of the suffering world. 

His soul was freed and given to her alone.” 

Savitri-316 

“A lightning from the heights that think and plan,”  

Savitri-336 

 “A strange and grandiose symbol was his birth 

And immortality and spirit-room  

And pure perfection and a shadowless bliss  

Are this afflicted creature‟s mighty fate.” 

Savitri-340 

“Again the mighty yearning raised its flame 

That asks a perfect life on earth for men 

And prays for certainty in the uncertain mind 

And shadowless bliss for suffering human hearts  

And Truth embodied in an ignorant world  

And godhead divinising mortal forms.”                        

            Savitri-369                 

“He who would save the world must be one with the world,” 

Savitri-537 

“He still must travel Hell the world to save.” 

Savitri-450 

“One man‟s perfection still can save the world.” 

Savitri-531 

“One soul‟s ambition lifted up the race;” 

Savitri-44 

“And guards the world with its all seeing gaze.” 

Savitri-317 
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“He mastered the tides of Nature with a look:” 

Savitri-219 

“Its gaze controls the turbulent whirl of things.” 

Savitri-571  

“Her aspiration called high destiny down;” 

Savitri-358 

“I have pursued him in his earthly form. 

A lonely freedom cannot satisfy 

A heart that has grown one with every heart: 

I am a deputy of the aspiring world, 

My spirit‟s liberty I ask for all.”  

Savitri-649 

“In me the spirit of immortal love  

Stretches its arms out to embrace mankind. 

Too far thy heavens for me from suffering men.     

Imperfect is the joy not shared by all. 

O to spread forth, O to encircle and seize 

More hearts till love in us has filled thy world!”                   

       Savitri-686 

Tertiary Large movement and juxtaposition of Self-concentration and Self-

expansion as foreseen in Savitri: 

“If once it met the intense original Flame, 

An answering touch might shatter all measures made 

And earth sink down with the weight of the Infinite.” 

Savitri-18 

“Overpowered were earth and Nature‟s obsolete rule; 

The python coils of the restricting Law 

Could not restrain the swift arisen God: 

Abolished were the scripts of destiny.” 

Savitri-82 

“A touch can alter the fixed front of Fate. 

A sudden turn can come, a road appear. 

A greater Mind, may see a greater Truth, 

Or we may find when all the rest has failed 

Hid in ourselves the key of perfect change.” 

Savitri-256 

“A fiery stillness wakes the slumbering cells, 

A passion of the flesh becoming spirit, 

And marvellously is fulfilled at last 

The miracle for which our life was made.” 

Savitri-278  

“At the head she stands of birth and toil and fate, 

In their slow round the cycles turn to her call; 
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Alone her hands can change Time‟s dragon base... 

The Might of all that never yet came down...” 

Savitri-314    

“Awake not the immeasurable descent, 

Speak not my secret name to hostile Time; 

Man is too weak to bear the Infinite‟s weight. 

Truth born too soon might break the imperfect earth.” 

Savitri-335 

“Omnipotence, girdle with the power of God 

Movements and moments of a mortal will, 

Pack with the eternal might one human hour 

And with one gesture change all future time.” 

Savitri-345 

“A Magician‟s formulas have made Matter‟s laws... 

All here can change if the Magician choose. 

If human will could be made one with God‟s, 

If human thought could echo the thoughts of God, 

Man might be all-knowing and omnipotent... 

Then is he a miracle doing miracles.” 

Savitri-457-58    

“All now is changed, yet all is still the same. 

Lo, we have looked upon the face of God, 

Our life has opened with divinity. 

We have borne identity with the Supreme 

And known his meaning in our mortal lives.”    

            Savitri-

719 

Sri Aurobindo’s realisation at Alipore jail was an experience of integral 

union with the Divine which gave birth to an integral Call of His being that drove 

Him to Pondicherry and throughout His life He integrated, concentrated and 

intensified this Divine call and union and its outer manifestation has changed 

world order in general and expansion of His Ashram in particular. A similar and 

yet deeper Supramental experience and additional experience of Divine Presence 

in the Inconscient plane at Algeria drove The Mother to Pondicherry to meet Sri 

Aurobindo; the breakthrough in these experiences were observed in Their siddhi, 

the dynamisation of Avatara force in 1926, invasion of Supramental force to the 

world in 1956, experience of Divine Love in 1962 etc. 

 

Sri Aurobindo after His realisation at Alipore Jail did not follow the 

footsteps of Christ, Shankara, Sri Chaitanya and Buddha to spread His message to 

the humanity, rather He entered long seclusion of around forty years in order to 

fulfil the second objective of integral Yoga of transformation and perfection of the 

whole nature and His third objective was to spread His Divinity, not by activation 
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of „psycho-physical machinery‟
5
 as maintained by His Spiritual predecessors but 

by movement, expansion and universalisation of total Consciousness of the 

Eternal. 

 

OM TAT SAT 
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done by the surface mental will and reason (exclusive concentration); it can be 

perfectly done only if he goes within and finds whatever central being (Psychic or 

Spiritual or Supramental Being) is by its predominant influence (of Self 

concentration) at the head of all his expression and action.” CWSA/22/The Life 

Divine-931, 

21: “(The) Mother often said that she was in search throughout the world of people 

with a perfect basis of material knowledge (industrialists, financiers, writers…), 

but who would agree to do their work in another way, opening themselves up to 

another force—this is the field of experiment of tomorrow‟s world. Through their 

consent and call, if they tune in, (the) Mother could bring into play another 

operating process.” The Mother‟s Agenda-5/208-211, 

22: “ (The) Mother is led to carry out all kinds of experiments in her body for the 

work of Transformation. One of them consists in receiving or taking upon oneself 

every possible disorder for several hours, several days or several minutes, in one‟s 

body, in order to act on them, and, consequently, to act on disorders of the same 

nature in the world—or on THE Disorder. (The) Mother is thus constantly led to 

work on the meeting point between the subtle forces behind and the bodily or 

material mechanisms. In her body it is an uncommon chemistry that takes place, 

the subtle elements of which she knows better than the gross ones.” The Mother‟s 

Agenda-5/208-211, 
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23: ““If Narayana is without difficulty visible in the sage and the saint, how shall 

he be easily visible to us (developed Souls) in the sinner, the criminal, the harlot 

and the outcaste?” CWSA/19/Essays on the Gita-359, 

24: CWSA/22/The Life Divine-1079, 

25: CWSA/22/The Life Divine-1081, 

26: CWSA/22/The Life Divine-930, 

27: CWSA/22/The Life Divine-913, 

28: Savitri-458, 

29: CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-67, 

30: CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-5, 

31: “In fact, if we wanted to be really good, we would try to translate the whole of 

Savitri, wouldn‟t we? What we are doing now with the end [Book-X], we would 

do with all the rest. There is a part I tried to translate all alone, but it would be fun 

to do it together. We could try. Not for publication! Because there is immediately 

a debasing: everything that is published is debased, otherwise people don‟t 

understand. We would do it for ourselves.” The Mother/The Mother‟s Agenda-

6/237, 

32: CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-74, 

33: The Mother/The Mother‟s Centenary Works (second edition)/10/194, 

34: Savitri-316,  

35: CWSA/24/The Synthesis of Yoga-623, 

36: Savitri-335-336, 

37: Savitri-20, 
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